by Steve Sevier on 2017-10-29
Nick is the man

NPS:

by Heather M Johnson on 2017-10-28
Great environment and awesome people!! Always a perfect cut.

NPS:

by Cindy Redford on 2017-10-22
My stylist, Holly, is the best!! She does a wonderful job on my hair. The staff there are
friendly.

NPS:

by Traci Brasher on 2017-10-16
My stylist moved away so this was my first visit to January's Salon. Nick listened,
asked questions and made recommendations. Overall, he did an awesome job with
my color and cut! Definitely recommend!

NPS:

by Tammy Matthews on 2017-10-13
By far one of the best salon experiances..in my mid 50's and have traveled quiet a bit
and visited alot of salons..from the time you walk in everyone is courteous and greets
you even if they are not your stylist. And my stylist Nick is going to be my new
bff..haha hes super at his job and friendly and fast as well. Then at checkout your

experience is awesome. I give January's an 11 out of 10. Thx sincerely Tammy
Matthews

NPS: N/A

by Vina Mcclain on 2017-10-06
It was great as usual!

NPS:

by Tammie Lanning on 2017-10-02
Everyone are really nice. I love that it is close to home also.

NPS:

by Anon on 2017-10-01
Ty Nick!!!

NPS:

by Anon on 2017-09-30
Cara is WONDERFUL!!! She takes her time and makes me feel very pampered.

NPS:

by Leah Cook on 2017-09-22
Holly does the best work. I am very picky about my curly, thick hair being cut and
have had several bad haircuts. Holly eased my worry and worked magic. I will always
go back to her knowing she understands my hair and how to cut and color me.

NPS:

by Jenny Johnston on 2017-09-22
I have always been extremely satisfied with Ashley. She is very professional.

NPS:

by Billie Flores on 2017-09-16
I have returned to January's Salon. My experience was very good. Nick is an
awesome stylist able to give you the cut, color, and style you want. He is very
knowledgeable, caring and has an extremely good ear for chatty clients like me.

NPS:

by Carol Fletcher on 2017-09-08
I always have a great experience here and they make me feel like family!

NPS:

by Amie Rolen on 2017-09-08
Holly does amazing work! And rest of the staff is very nice and friendly!

NPS:

by Kathleen Berry on 2017-09-02
Nick was AWESOME!!! Gave me exactly what I asked for and showed me how I can
style my hair. I love my new look!! I will be returning.

NPS:

by Heather M Johnson on 2017-09-01
Very fun environment and always a fantastic haircut and style!!

NPS:

by Anon on 2017-08-30
Nick was wonderful. He was very helpful with choosing a color and giving me the
hairstyle I wanted. Nick was very polite and sociable.

NPS:

by Anon on 2017-08-27
Have had the same haircut for almost 25 years and was VERY anxious about cutting
my hair. I am 58 years old and have always had big hair. Told her I wanted it short
and a way I could style it quickly, I have naturally curly hair. She cut it shorter and
layered it, she also spent 15 minutes blow drying it. To me that's not quick and easy.
Then I still have to style it too. I don't wear straight hair, I have curly hair. Wanted kind
of a messy look. I guess I just didn't get across to her well enough. Maybe it was my
fault. It's just not me. A little disappointed. The salon was great and my stylist was
very sweet. Not really anything bad about the salon at all.

NPS:

by Stacy Rollans on 2017-08-21
Nick is not only an excellent colorist and stylist, he is a kind, warm and friendly soul.
All the folks at the salon are professional and personable. I've seen excellent work out
of the other stylists, but Nick is number one in my book, although I am biased. I highly
recommend January's Salon in Crossroads, TX.

NPS:

by Marcy Johnston on 2017-08-20
I looked beautiful

NPS:

by Ramiro Payan on 2017-08-14
Best people ever

NPS:

by Misty Joaquin on 2017-08-13
Ashley dd an amazing job as always with my color.

NPS:

by Leslie Jweid on 2017-08-06
Excellent cut and color! January did a fabulous job!

NPS:

by Allison Simpson on 2017-07-29
I loved Nick he did a great job.. Thank you

NPS:

by Ginny Reiland on 2017-07-26

Friendly, professional, excellent and honest. I look forward to returning.

NPS:

by Andrea Albright on 2017-07-25
Always Always a pleasant experience! Y'all are attentive, talented and I always get
compliments on my hair.

NPS:

by Jennifer Doerschlag on 2017-07-19
Nick did a great job on my hair! I love my haircut and that he listened to me and gave
me something that works with my hair's natural texture. Now my hair will look great
and I won't be fighting with it constantly. I'll definitely be back!

NPS:

by Vina Mcclain on 2017-07-14
A "FIVE STAR" visit!!

NPS:

by Barbara Sides on 2017-07-12
Yesterday was my third visit to January's and I already have my next appointment
booked. Nick is great! Everyone there is super nice, makes you feel right at home!!

NPS:

by Merissa Nese on 2017-06-25

First time in was a great experience! Pleasant and courteous staff. Nick was warm
and professional. I was very pleased with my results. Booked my next appointment
immediately. Highly recommend this salon.

NPS:

by Anon on 2017-06-25
Extremely happy with my highlights! Service, as always was wonderful! Everyone in
the salon is so friendly.

NPS:

by Kristina Quintana on 2017-06-18
Nick did a great job with my color and cut!

NPS:

by Lucia Roy on 2017-06-05
Great service

NPS:

by Anon on 2017-05-28
I absolutely love my color and cut!

NPS:

by Raven Murphy on 2017-05-26

Cara is an excellent stylist. She listened, and helped me feel good about myself with
a new style haircut that was exactly as I asked. I am so grateful to find a stylist who
knows her craft.

NPS:

by Kristiann Marini on 2017-05-21
My grandma came in from out of town and needed to get her hair done for the week,
decided to go to January's Salon. Great atmosphere and everyone was wonderful
even though my toddler was there and has no patience. Nick did a great job so I
decided to book an appointment with him the next week, since I moved to the area
and didn't know where to go. He gave me exactly the cut I wanted even though I
wasn't able to pull up the picture I had on my phone. He even gave me great advice
on what I should do on an upcoming trip. I will definitely recommend in the future.
Thanks

NPS:

by Tiny Drake on 2017-05-14
Sarah McDermott is great. She always knows exactly what to do for my hair & it looks
great. As soon as it is done everyone I know notices & loves it as much as I do.

NPS:

by Jason Sprouse on 2017-05-12
I went in for a new style, donate my long hair to children's cancer patients for wigs,
and a beard trim and everything was wonderful! My cut and style were perfectly done
and my beard was done extremely well. While no shaves are done a January's Salon
everything else was great. The only drawback is the cost but I feel that is more
because I haven't had a professional cut in years and haven't kept up with the costs
of services. I strongly recommend January's Salon to both men and women as they
really listen to you on what you want and do their best to make it happen.

NPS:

by Susan Mckenna on 2017-05-11
My style and cut was fabulous. I just recently relocated from AZ, it is very hard to find
a new stylist. I wa so thrilled with my experience at January's Salon! Everyone was so
nice and welcoming. I am so happy to have found my new salon! Thank you

NPS:

by Barbara Sides on 2017-05-10
Nick is great! I have found my home. Everyone is so nice!

NPS:

by Heather M Johnson on 2017-05-05
Great place for a haircut. Always friendly place to be

NPS:

by Anon on 2017-05-01
Ashley is the best. Always friendly & upbeat. I never come away dissatisfied with my
haircut.

NPS:

by Anon on 2017-04-29
Ashley does my hair and I always love what she does!

NPS:

by Anon on 2017-04-26
It was great!

NPS:

by Andrea Gonzales on 2017-04-23
I love my hair. I had been driving into Dallas to get my hair color. No more I've found
a great place close to home.

NPS:

by Jill Benavides on 2017-04-22
Great!!!! thanks Holly

NPS:

by Anon on 2017-04-19
Holli did an excellent job cutting my hair! I'd gone somewhere else and it was a
disaster...will definitely go back to Holli next time I get a haircut!

NPS:

by Courtney Mckenzie on 2017-04-15
Great!! Everyone is very friendly and efficient!

NPS:

by Angela Sokol on 2017-04-12

Holly is a great Stylist! The staff are great! Love January's Salon!

NPS:

by Jane Schokecht on 2017-04-07
Was great...good wash and slylish cut. Looks nice the next day with no work!!

NPS:

by Carla Moore on 2017-04-02
My first visit to the stylist Nick did a great job with my hair color.

NPS:

by Alfreda Moreino on 2017-03-29
Everyone is friendly always makes you feel comfortable!! Nick is outstanding !!!

NPS:

by Heather M Johnson on 2017-03-23
Always a great experience. The salon is stylish and upbeat ad are the style
technicians. My hair always looks and feels great.

NPS:

by Clay Wienecke on 2017-03-19
Sarah took her time to understand what I needed and did a great job!

NPS:

by Anon on 2017-03-19
Sarah is excellent !

NPS:

by Dinah West on 2017-03-17
I saw Nick yesterday for a cut, he did an amazing job! I don't think I've ever loved a
cut so much! He listened to everything I said and showed me how to style my hair
exactly how I like it. I am so pleased with the result! Great stylist and great service!

NPS:

by Inga Berny on 2017-03-16
Cara does such a wonderful job, and she takes her time to make sure that her client's
needs are being met. She is the best stylist that I have ever had!!

NPS:

by Anon on 2017-03-12
Nick did an amazing job at correcting my color. I highly recommend!

NPS:

by Anon on 2017-03-11
Wonderful people. Very friendly & knowl exactly what you want & need. Love my hair.

NPS:

by Tammy Bates on 2017-03-06
After several years of cuts, colors, and other services, I always receive the best
attention, haircut and style from January's Salon! I feel so much better afterwards.
Thank you January and staff!

NPS:

by Jane Schokecht on 2017-03-04
Great experence. Shampoo was relaxing. Style suited me. After shampoo next day
hair went back in place. See you in 3-4 weeks for a trim.

NPS:

by Misty Joaquin on 2017-02-25
Love my new color.

NPS:

by Leasha Allen on 2017-02-25
Love my hair now! Thank you January

NPS:

by Peggy Gutierrez on 2017-02-24
Had a great experience, but it gets kinda loud in there sometimes!

NPS:

by Anon on 2017-02-21
Great team

NPS:

by Tanya Faglie on 2017-02-20
Friendly and attentive staff. Prompt service. Knowledgeable stylist. Nick was
wonderful! He listened, offered suggestions, and educated me about achieving my
look at home. I am completely satisfied with my hair, and I will definitely return!

NPS:

by Colette Reamy on 2017-02-15
Loved my haircut!!! Kera was my stylist she always listens to what I want and knows
what kind of cut works for me. She's great.

NPS:

by Kathryn Lewis on 2017-02-12
Everyone at the salon was very friendly. Holli was great! Asked questions to get a
better understanding of what I was looking for and offered suggestions. This is one of
the best salon experiences I've had in a long time! I love my new color! Thanks
guys!!!

NPS:

by Heather M Johnson on 2017-02-01
Sarah cuts my hair and I always feel so great after leaving there. Everyone there is
friendly and they provide a quality experience.

NPS:

by Lindsay Lee on 2017-01-29
Hollie is awesome. I will definitely be going back. She is personable and talented. My
son got his first haircut and she was quick and gentle. Great service!

NPS:

by Lucia Roy on 2017-01-22
Great team

NPS:

by Amy Isaacs on 2017-01-19
Loved my first experience, beautiful environment!

NPS:

by Vicki New (hodges) on 2017-01-18
Friendly people & relaxed atmosphere!

NPS:

by Lynn Murrow (andris) on 2017-01-15
Cara did an excellent job on my hair color as always!

NPS:

by Yolanda Guintizano on 2017-01-08
My first visit to the salon and I'm happy with the excellent service rendered to me and
most especially to January who did my hair.Beautiful salon and friendly environment.I
love my hair.

NPS:

by Shasta Freeman on 2016-12-31
Love January's. Sara always does an amazing job cutting and styling my hair and it
stays looking fabulous.

NPS:

by Heather M Johnson on 2016-12-28
Always the best service and haircut. My mom and I are always made to feel like
family.

NPS:

by Peggy Gutierrez on 2016-12-28
I enjoyed the atmosphere and coffee. The cucumber and lime water was a nice touch.
The low foot stools made the waiting more comfortable. But no one educated me on
any of the services or prices, that would have been helpful in making my service
choices.

NPS:

by Jodi Hayes on 2016-12-23
Love this place. Everyone is so friendly and very good at what they do. Thanks Sara
for doing my hair. You are making it look alive again. Thank you, Thank you, Thank
you!!!! It feels so soft and I love the color. See ya next time!!

NPS:

by Stacy Rollans on 2016-12-23
Very nice and pleasant place. Nick did an amazing job!

NPS:

by Inga Berny on 2016-12-21
Cara does a wonderful job!!

NPS:

by Kristen Ray on 2016-12-12
very friendly and relaxed atmosphere-very easy scheduling and reminders

NPS:

by Anon on 2016-12-11
Sarah has done a excellent job on my hair ,a great place to get your hair done .

NPS:

by Lynn Murrow (andris) on 2016-12-08
Cara is Queen of color! I love it!

NPS:

by Anon on 2016-12-02
REAL NICE TEAM

NPS:

by Heather M Johnson on 2016-11-23
Great people and great environment and great haircuts

NPS:

by Pamela Echols on 2016-11-23
Great service, friendly desk staff, and I loved my haircut and blowout. Highly
recommend!

NPS:

by Heather M Johnson on 2016-11-23
I have very thin hair and I always feel great when I leave with a great haircut.

NPS:

by Ashley Marrone(bowers) on 2016-11-20
My experience with January's Salon is always great. Ashley does an amazing job with
color and cut, i never have to worry if it'll come out good or not. I show her a picture of
what i am going for and she does an awesome job matching it and telling me if we
should add or take away something. Extremely glad i was referred to her, she has
never disappointed.

NPS:

by Cindy Redford on 2016-11-13
Amazing as always. Never been disappointed with the works of Holly. She is
amazing!!!

NPS:

by Shasta Freeman on 2016-11-03
As always, Sara did an amazing job with my hair cut. I get tons of compliments on my
hair. I would recommend her to everyone.

NPS:

by Tiny Drake on 2016-10-29
Everyone is very friendly & I was able to get my hair done immediately. It looks great
& I love it.

NPS:

by Anon on 2016-10-28
I think your prices are pretty high i went to Toni & Guy previously and spent no more
than $170 for my daughter and I both with color and cut. Had I known my daughters
hair would be $60 just for color I probably wouldn't have done it . The Sylist who did
my daughters hair never discussed the price with me.

NPS:

by Tammy Bates on 2016-10-24
For the past several years, I've never been disappointed with my cut, color or
highlights/lowlights results! These ladies are top of the line professionals, who strive
to provide you with a relaxing, fun and "make me beautiful" experience. I highly
recommend January's Salon!

NPS:

by Jessica Tilton on 2016-10-21
I'm so happy with my hair! I've already had several compliments on it! Great
atmosphere, great stylists! I'd definitely recommend them. 8-)

NPS:

by Heather M Johnson on 2016-10-19
I always get great service and this is the best place i've gotten a haircut since moving
to Texas 12 years ago. i

NPS:

by Heather Fahle on 2016-10-12
Great haircut, pleasant people and surroundings!

NPS:

by Kristen Ray on 2016-10-07
Nice atmosphere, everything running on time, great consultation and excellent
highlights. I have very difficult hair, but they worked wonders-will definitely be
back-thank you guys-

NPS:

by Allison French on 2016-10-07

Wonderful! Everytime I come to this salon, I leave a happy customer! All of the stylists
are fun, professional, and are amazing at what they do (especially Sara)

NPS:

by Sandee Starks on 2016-10-05
The customer service is always excellent which is sooooo rare these days!! I love my
cut and blow out! Such a relaxing and welcoming environment. Great place!!

NPS:

by Anon on 2016-10-03
January's has top-notch stylists. I have had only good experiences with my visits.
Their greetings are friendly and accommodating. I highly recommend them.

NPS:

by Annette Murrow on 2016-09-28
Holli Hennen did a great job on cutting my hair just the way I asked for it to be done.
And the products that she recommended for my hair has worked great. I will continue
to ask for Holli to do my hair in the future. Thanks Holli From Annette

NPS:

by Katherine Jeffrey on 2016-09-25
I love love love January's salon! My hair looks and feels so pretty and the staff is
always super friendly!

NPS:

by Carol Ann Thornton on 2016-09-25
Perfect gloss color...ongoing great looking hair!! I am sooo pleased and always really
enjoy my experience with Ashley. Thanks

NPS:

by Anon on 2016-09-23
The best haircut!

NPS:

by Nikki Custable on 2016-09-18
I don't know how but Ashley always convinces me to do something else with my hair
than what I initially had in mind, and it's always ten times better! I couldn't be happier
every time I leave. Thank you!

NPS:

by Janet Andersen on 2016-09-18
Hairstylist was excellent and haircut is one of the best I have ever had.

NPS:

by Vicki New (hodges) on 2016-09-16
Totally awesome.

NPS:

by Vicky Howard on 2016-09-05

Relaxing salon with friendly staff. My sweet, gifted stylist does excellent work with
coloring and cutting hair.

NPS:

by Christina Fernandez on 2016-09-05
No comment!

NPS:

by Amanda Stoeber on 2016-08-27
They always make you feel welcome and the stylists are great. I've been going to
Kara for about a year and always walk out feeling confident and beautiful!!

NPS:

by Janna Payne on 2016-08-19
The only negative was that there was no phone service and I had a babysitter with my
granddaughter that I needed to check in with

NPS:

by Bridget Andrew on 2016-08-19
Cara is the best, and the rest of the staff are also great.

NPS:

by Anon on 2016-08-17

Real good service

NPS:

by Christina Fernandez on 2016-08-12
Great!

NPS:

by Jamie Gray on 2016-08-07
I love coming into January's everyone is so friendly and professional. My stylist
Ashley is the best. We have fun changing and trying new styles and color. She is very
creative and skilled. I've been going to Januarys for the past 4 years and have people
stop me on the street weekly that compliment my hair. Way to go Ashley !!! And
Januarys !!!

NPS:

by Carolyn Adams on 2016-08-03
Another amazing haircut and color with Holly, she completely outdid herself this time.
I appreciate how much time and care she puts into making sure my hair and color are
just right.

NPS:

by Wendy Callen on 2016-07-31
Love love love this salon! Ashley is absolutely amazing! I drive 45 min to get there
and it's worth every minute. The are kind, professional and fun!

NPS:

by Amber Morrison on 2016-07-17
Cara was amazing, she cut my hair exactly how much wanted it. The salon is very
nice and everyone is friendly.

NPS:

by Carissa Kettering on 2016-07-15
I've been coming to this salon for a couple years now, and even though I've moved to
Ft Worth, I refuse to find a salon close to me. Holly is amazing:)

NPS:

by Shasta Freeman on 2016-07-15
The best cut that I have ever received! My hair looks AMAZING. Thank you Sara.

NPS:

by Samantha(sam) Hill on 2016-07-09
I always have a great time, but more importantly, I know I'm going to be pleased with
the results. Ashley Brown is a talented stylist!

NPS:

by Kristen De Filippis on 2016-07-04
I loved the customer service and all the employees here where friendly!!! I loved my
color I got!!! But the only reason I'm giving a 3star is because my cut did not turn out
how I wanted it!! I even showed a picture and I did not feel I got even close to what
the picture showed!! Plus my bangs where cut way too short!!! I hate to leave this
kinda of review because my stylist was so sweet!! This won't be the last time I come
in!! So you did not loose a customer!! I just need to speak up when I feel like
something isn't looking right!!

NPS:

by Melissa Simmons on 2016-07-01
great people. great work.

NPS:

by Anon on 2016-06-26
I am still in shock over the cost of my 1/8 inch hair trim. I have never paid $55 for a
trim. I may not be able to afford to return. It is a very nice salon, however.

NPS:

by Jennifer Stubbs on 2016-06-26
I just made my 3rd visit to January's Salon, and I love-love-love my hair! I got a cut
and color, and I am super happy with the results. Ashley is my stylist and I would
highly recommend her to anyone looking for a stylist, as I would anyone who works in
the salon. January's has a super talented and friendly staff, the ambiance is very nice
and it's a real treat to go there. I will be going back!

NPS:

by Anon on 2016-06-22
The ladies here are really nice and the place is always clean. I had my roots touched
up and received a haircut. My color is great!! And I am pleased with my haircut, also.
It was a sweet blessing to get the "come back discount" so I could have this done
although we have family weddings and sporting adventures out of state this month.
My pocketbook appreciates the help so that I am not so loathsome of my reflection
when I look in the mirror.

NPS:

by Vicki New (hodges) on 2016-06-22
Excellent experience as always! Everyone is so friendly!

NPS:

by Taylor Haynes on 2016-06-21
Ashley was absolutely wonderful and did such a great job on my hair. I love it! The
atmosphere was so friendly and laid back, too. Just a great experience overall.

NPS:

by Christina Fernandez on 2016-06-17
The word "GREAT" defines the whole experience!

NPS:

by Angela Sokol on 2016-06-08
Always have a great experience at January's Salon! Holly is the best!

NPS:

by Vicky Howard on 2016-06-06
This salon has friendly professionals that do an excellent job with color and hair cuts.
They also recommend hair products that truly work well.

NPS:

by Janna Payne on 2016-06-05
Love the warm friendly environment. Like being at home

NPS:

by Christina Reed on 2016-06-03
Everyone there was so nice and welcoming! Holli did a wonderful job on my hair and
the other ladies kept my four-month-old company while Mommy got her hair done. I
couldn't ask for a better cut or atmosphere! A girlfriend told me yesterday that she
was looking for a new stylist and I told her she has to check out January's Salon!

NPS:

by Misty Joaquin on 2016-06-02
Ashley is fantastic. She listens to my ideas and brings her own experiences to help
me when making color choice. I get so many compliments on my color!

NPS:

by Diane Hicks (linley) on 2016-05-20
Tried the new teeth whitening service. A pleasant experience – Noticeable results. I
highly recommend as an add-on to your next visit.

NPS:

by Christine Hipp on 2016-05-13
Holly did a wonderful job on my hair

NPS:

by Vicki New (hodges) on 2016-05-11
As always the staff is so friendly! They are like an extension of my family!

NPS:

by Anon on 2016-05-08
Great salon! Great people!

NPS:

by Carol Ann Thornton on 2016-05-02
I am SOOOOO happy with my hair!!! Ashley Reynolds is a joy :) she gave me a cut
with highlights to brighten me up for the summer. I asked her for more dimension and
showed her a picture of what l was wanting. This was my second experience at
January's. The first time she did baliage with a cut. Both times were even better than l
hoped for. My man loves the way l look!! Thank you Ashley!!!!!

NPS:

by Christina Via on 2016-04-21
Ashley is fabulous. I wanted a change and she listened to me and provided advice
and I am very happy with the results!!!!! I will be going back to see her everything.

NPS:

by Vina Mcclain on 2016-04-20
Excellent as usual

NPS:

by Maria Fernandez on 2016-04-13
Sara is really cute and she made my hair look so nice. Really good job.

NPS:

by Anon on 2016-04-10
New teeth whitening service is great!

NPS:

by Shelley Justice on 2016-04-10
Enjoyable, friendly service. Quality service.

NPS:

by Cindy Redford on 2016-04-09
As always, Holli is the best!!! Always satisfied with my hair and total visit. Great
place!! Highly recommend!!

NPS:

by Margie Fulmer on 2016-04-09
I was in need of a spur of the moment hair cut and re style. Ashley and her great
energy read me like a book. This past week male and female have complimented my
hair cut, new style. I did a Keratin treatment and it really helped my hair texture.
Ashley will be seeing me soon for color update. I am very satisfied and will
recommend her for sure!

NPS:

by Angela Sokol on 2016-04-08
I love January's Salon! The staff is great! My hair stylist, Holly is awesome! Always
makes my hair look beautiful

NPS:

by Vicky Howard on 2016-04-05
I had a full color and decided to do the dental whitening procedure too. It was a
wonderful experience being able to lie down on a recliner in a secluded room, listen to
some relaxing music, and whiten my teeth while my hair color was processing. That
was really awesome!! I have sensitive teeth and a dry mouth due to medication so I
was concerned about pain. The treatment tingled a little but was not painful at all. My
teeth are about 10 shades lighter now and I am very pleased. I am amazed how easy
and painless the treatment was. I would encourage anyone who is concerned about
teeth stained by coffee or red wine to sign up for this whitening treatment.

NPS:

by Shasta Freeman on 2016-04-01
The salon is nice and clean. Sara cut my hair and did an excellent job. She was very
knowledgeable. I will be back.

NPS:

by Debbie Gorden on 2016-03-27
Love Ashley! She did a great job!!

NPS:

by Anon on 2016-03-27
Sarah nailed the style i wanted first try. My hair looks great. I will be back.

NPS:

by Diane Hicks (linley) on 2016-03-22
Excellent Service, Clean and Professional Atmosphere, I Always feel Beautiful and
Pampered on every visit.

NPS:

by Sharon Hudson on 2016-03-16
Had the best experience. Holly was my stylist and was excellent. She helped me
choose the right color for me. She was informative about the products she used on
my hair. It was my choice to purchase the shampoo and conditioner as well as root
boost. There was no hard sales pitch. My hair has never looked this healthy. I love my
new color and style.

NPS:

by Cecilia Teskey on 2016-03-11
I can't be happier! January took at least 10 years off of me! It's just amazing how a
great hair cut & color can make you feel..... younger.....! Thank you so much!

NPS:

by Allison High on 2016-03-11
Love my new haircut!

NPS:

by Anon on 2016-03-09

Ashley does a great job in cutting our daughters hair.

NPS:

by Anon on 2016-03-02
Expensive!!!!

NPS:

by Mana Fernandez on 2016-02-24
excelent service Sarah is really nice and she made my day with her job. So happy!!

NPS:

by Jennifer Lucero on 2016-02-17
Cara did a great job on my highlights I have received many compliments !! I love
January's very nice and comfortable being in the salon .

NPS:

by Carol Ann Thornton on 2016-02-14
I am SOOOOO HAPPY with my hair!!! Thank you very much Ashley :) The whole
experience was just great. I look forward to keeping my hair looking the way l really
love it....l will continue coming back to see Ashley.

NPS:

by Emma Grewing on 2016-02-10

Ashley always does such an amazing job on my hair. Shes a jem! Glad yall are so
close too. Makes it even better!

NPS:

by Anon on 2016-02-04
Cara is really great, she always does a good job with my cut and color. I was charged
a little more than I have been the last 4 times and I am not sure why? I was told the
cut was different. I paid the extra $15 but still don't really understand.

NPS:

by Anon on 2016-02-03
As always, Holli was amazing. She turned my dark, frizzy, curly head into a smooth,
sun-kissed style. I love it there!

NPS:

by Heather M Johnson on 2016-02-03
Super friendly people and always a great haircut

NPS:

by Gerry Daw on 2016-01-31
Style was gone by Saturday evening. Always last until at least Monday-Tuesday.

NPS:

by Amber Benoit on 2016-01-30

January's salon is one of the better salons around. The ladies make you feel
welcome. I always have miss Ashley cut my hair, she does a great job every time.

NPS:

by Vina Mcclain on 2016-01-27
I really enjoyed the experience!

NPS:

by Heather Ashey on 2016-01-13
Second time visiting with January's Salon and had a great experience! They even
gave me coffee while waiting. How nice! A delightful group of women working there.
They you very much!

NPS:

by Luz Moralas on 2016-01-03
Sarah was great!!!! She made me feel comfortable about cutting and coloring my hair.
It looks wonderful.

NPS:

by Norma Castillo on 2016-01-03
I has been in January Salon before, and I always left very please with the servie, but
not this time and probably I won't come back again. I choice to have an appointment
with a different hairdresser, she don't talk to me much, she left me in the chair the
whole time, she didn't put something in my face to try to help to not leave to much
stain in my face from hair color, don't even ask if I want my hair blow dry straight or
curl, never offer something to drink, my whole experience was a total disappointed.

NPS:

by Caryn Stewart on 2015-12-30
Sarah was fabulous. As always I stepped into a comfortable environment (I feel at
home) and come out feeling beautiful with a fresh new look. Thank you!

NPS:

by Shannon Jensen on 2015-12-20
I love Sarah. She always does a great job with my hair and waxing my eyebrows. I
recommend her very highly!

NPS:

by Amanda Stoeber on 2015-12-04
I came to January's because another salon colored my hair bright fire engine red. It
all washed out except at my roots. Not a good look! Cara was able to give me the red
I wanted and toned down the roots. I was so happy with my experience.

NPS:

by Nancy Rogala on 2015-11-30
Was referred to this Salon and the stylist Holly. I have visited three salons since
moving to this area in January, 2015 and this was my first positive experience. I have
challenging hair: wavy, fine, and lots of it. I wanted a short haircut with keeping the
hair on top and bangs long and Holly nailed it! Not to mention the color and gloss
treatment really improved the brassy highlights that had emerged from the last stylist.
I am referring my sister who is also very particular about her short hair and color.

NPS:

by Jennifer Stubbs on 2015-11-29

I love this salon! Ashley is my stylist, and I wouldn't trade her for anything. She cuts
and colors my hair and she does a wonderful job. I couldn't be happier with the
results. She also cuts my husband's hair and he really likes this place, too. The
atmosphere is very nice, clean and relaxing. Everyone here is super friendly, and I
would highly recommend this salon to everybody. Go get beautiful!

NPS:

by Jodi Markheim on 2015-11-22
I love having Holli do my hair. Everyone is extremely friendly.

NPS:

by Nikki Custable on 2015-11-22
This is genuinely the best haircut I've had in my life. I had super long hair and I cut it
all off to my shoulders, so I was definitely hesitant. But Ashley cut it exactly how I
asked, and it looks just like a picture I provided for her. I love it, worth every penny!!

NPS:

by Amber Anchondo on 2015-11-22
Ashley did great on my hair... she's a Rockstar! !

NPS:

by Julie Sevier on 2015-11-19
Convenient location, wonderful staff, and competitive pricing.

NPS:

by Natalie Moore (ackers) on 2015-11-05
Once again this place blows me away. I needed to get in asap and not only do they
ensure they can get me in with someone they do an outstanding job. My hair looks
amazing! ! Love this place!!! It is the best i. The area by far.

NPS:

by Anon on 2015-10-30
Uneven and choppy. I used a different stylist last night and it was the WORST idea
ever. She did a terrible job!

NPS:

by Inga Berny on 2015-10-26
Fantastic!!

NPS:

by Vina Mcclain on 2015-10-21
Great place excellent customer service.

NPS:

by Cindy Redford on 2015-10-18
An awesome salon!!!! All the ladies there are nice and friendly. Great atmosphere and
never had bad service. Happy with results every time I go.

NPS:

by Jennifer Superales on 2015-10-17
Always a pleasure to get my hair cut at January's Salon. I have been going there for a
number of years and have never been disappointed. Thank you!

NPS:

by Misty Joaquin on 2015-10-16
Fantastic visit as always!

NPS:

by Carol Fletcher on 2015-10-04
I have been a satisfied customer for nearly five years and never had s bad
experience. January and staff make me feel like family. It is better than therapy plus I
look and feel great when I leave!

NPS:

by Vicky Howard on 2015-09-30
I submitted a review that I didn't like my hair color after I got my gray roots dyed. I
was unaware that I could contact the salon for them to lighten my roots that had
turned a very dark blackish/brown with the hair dye. The contact person was very
polite and helpful. I am pleased with how they handled my concern. This is a
wonderful salon with an excellent atmosphere and gifted stylists. They also use
wonderful products on your hair. I wasn't asked to buy any of the products by the
stylists on any of my appointments. However, I was so impressed with their
performance that I bought the products used on me. The products are the best ones I
have bought from any salon of store. My typically frizzy hair with humid weather is
gone. That is a miracle!!

NPS:

by Amber Anchondo on 2015-09-25

Great experience!

NPS:

by Anon on 2015-09-24
Love the salon! Ashley is great!

NPS:

by Vicky Howard on 2015-09-23
My hair color turned out too dark almost black. I have had my hair colored by 2 other
stylists with excellent results. This was a new stylist but the color is not what I wanted.
It is what I told her I didn't want. Otherwise, the stylist was sweet, polite, and friendly.
The price of the coloring was $71 for an overall color. Nothing fancy and no glazing.
That is is high price for an easy application.

NPS:

by Joy Kottwitz on 2015-09-21
Love love it!

NPS:

by Lynn Murrow (andris) on 2015-09-20
Sarah was a lifesaver after a hair color disaster at another salon just before a very
important business event!

NPS:

by Gary Patton on 2015-09-19

Love this place and Sarah is the best!

NPS:

by Donna Wilson on 2015-09-13
Such a relaxing and professional setting! My hair stylist listened well and did a great
job on my color and cut , and style!

NPS:

by Emma Grewing on 2015-09-13
I had a cut and color with Ashley and it was a great experience. From the time I
entered the salon to leaving everyone was so nice. The salon it self was very nice. It
smelled good and was clean! My stylist Ashley was very nice and intuned to what i
wanted from a color and a cut. I now have more confidence with my hair and
everything turned out great. Will definitely be back!

NPS:

by Colette Reamy on 2015-09-12
Great staff, good location, loved my cut by Cara their master stylist also I noticed it
was very clean. Will defiantly go back!

NPS:

by Kathy Pinkston on 2015-09-11
Holly is super-fabulous!!!

NPS:

by Caroline Shea on 2015-09-09
Every standard met and more love my hair ! Ashley brown is so sweet and works
amazingly with color !

NPS:

by Joy Kunkle on 2015-09-05
Love January's salon! Great atmosphere - everyone who works there is friendly and
fun. The salon is clean, neat, and decorated nicely. Holli - my stylist - performs
miracles on my hair and gives me great advice on what I should or shouldn't do. I
have done long, short, highlights, lowlights, all blonde, etc and it always looks
beautiful! Highly recommend!

NPS:

by Heather M Johnson on 2015-09-05
Always a very friendly atmosphere and I always get compliments from friends on my
cut and style. It's a great salon.

NPS:

by Annie Critchfield on 2015-09-04
I was completely satisfied with my color, cut, and style . I went home with a smile on
my face.

NPS:

by Anon on 2015-09-01
I had a great experience at January's Salon. I really liked the stylist who did my hair. I
will definitely be going back to Ashley again. She was awesome!

NPS:

by Sarah Kramer on 2015-08-28
Love Ashley!! Always does an amazing.

NPS: N/A

by Natalie Moore (ackers) on 2015-08-16
As always an amazing job. Thanks Cara!!! I had to schedule last minute and was in a
rush to make it to a wedding. They made sure i would be done in time. .and i was.
They always take such good care of their customers. Love this place! !

NPS:

by Grace Timmermans on 2015-08-15
I love going into the salon looking one way, and coming out looking like I have been
given a new head of hair. Becs listens to what I want my hair to look like, and like
magic, she makes it happen. I have been growing my hair out for the past few months
from a terrible short cut I got before I started going to January's Salon. On my first
visit, Becs cleaned it all up, and created a style that I could grow my hair out with little
to no awkward stage. I have seen Becs 3 or 4 times now, and each time I go, I am
even more impressed. Way to go Becs! Way to go January's salon! Looking forward
to my next visit in 6 weeks!

NPS:

by Anon on 2015-08-13
From the minute I stepped into the salon until I left I was happily impressed with the
courtesy shown me. I was made to feel welcome and important. The services I
received were done with excellence! I have no hesitation to recommend this salon to
all my friends and family.

NPS:

by Andrea Foss on 2015-08-09
This was my first visit to Januay's Salon. I decided to give it a try based on other
reviews and they were right. Making an online appt as easy, getting the day and time
I needed was easy. The staff was very friendly and I didnt have to wait to see my
stylist. Bax was friendly and listened to what I wanted, made a few suggestions and
my hair looks beautiful. I will definitely be going back!!

NPS:

by Jan Blow on 2015-08-08
AMAZING January!

NPS:

by Caitlin White on 2015-08-04
Best hair salon experience a girl could ask for! Very clean and wonderful staff!

NPS:

by Cecilia Teskey on 2015-08-03
It's amazing how consistent the experience is, each time I come in to January's.
Every time I walk out the door I feel like a new person. Professional & up to date on
all the newest colors & styles. I stick to simple highlights & lowlights... But a younger
customer with dark hair had a real neat purple highlight done. It was so great looking!
I just might try a streak of some color next time!

NPS:

by Jill Benavides on 2015-07-23
Thank you Holly for the great new cut. I have received several compliments. We you
in September.

NPS:

by Dianah Mccall on 2015-07-22
It's always a great experience at January's Salon!

NPS:

by Anon on 2015-07-17
Sarah was wonderful. She asked me what I wanted done and listened and when
everything was finished it was exactly what I was looking for. She also recommended
something that could help a scalp condition I've had for years. I just recently moved
from New Jersey and I am thrilled to have been lucky enough to find a hair salon so
quickly. Thank you.

NPS:

by Hannah Klopfenstine on 2015-07-16
Beautiful salon. Ashley is the best and does great hair!

NPS:

by Anon on 2015-07-11
The staff is always inviting. Holly did an amazing job cutting and styling my hair!

NPS:

by Grace Timmermans on 2015-07-11

I am always amazed at the way Becks listens to what I ask her to do with my hair,
and how she just makes it happen. Another amazing hair cut.

NPS:

by Anon on 2015-07-08
Wonderful, as always!

NPS:

by Anon on 2015-07-06
I recently went to January's salon and I got highlights. First off when my highlights
were dry you could barley see them at all and then my hair was cut uneven

NPS:

by Heather M Johnson on 2015-07-05
Always a great experience

NPS:

by Michelle Rivera on 2015-07-03
My hair is very thick and naturally curly. I also work very long days and am a wife and
mother. I told Sara that the cut I had left my hair heavy, thick and was taking me 45
minutes to blow dry and then another 30 minutes to flat iron. She was able to leave
me with the same cut, but thin and texture it in a way that won't affect the goal of
growing my hair back out. My styling time is way down and I still look good!

NPS:

by Cheryl Foust on 2015-07-02
Was a very pleasant experience with Sarah. I was treated ver well. She did a great
job with color for my hair and cutting and stying!

NPS:

by Betty Kay Schlesinger on 2015-06-23
Great inviting salon that caters well to variety of hair care needs and clientele.

NPS:

by Betty Kay Schlesinger on 2015-06-23
Great inviting salon that caters well to variety of hair care needs and clientele.

NPS:

by Heather Zweifel on 2015-06-17
Sarah does a wonderful job everytime !!! The staff is always so nice :)

NPS:

by Misty Joaquin on 2015-06-14
Ashley did an amazing job!

NPS:

by Cecilia Teskey on 2015-06-13

I feel years younger every time I walk out the door! Such a friendly group of experts! I
just love you all!

NPS:

by Carolyn Adams on 2015-05-31
Everyone is so friendly at this salon. Great experience, very relaxing. Holli did an
amazing job on my cut and color!

NPS:

by Nikki Miller on 2015-05-29
Love my cut & highlights! Ashley does a fabulous job!

NPS:

by Lindsey Miller on 2015-05-28
Ashley is great!! Everyone adored my hair. Couldn't have better service from any
other salon!!

NPS:

by Bridget Andrew on 2015-05-27
Cara always does a great job, she had to "repair" my hair after a horrible color and
cut and I have gone to no one but her since.

NPS:

by Annie Gray on 2015-05-23

In the past 4 months I have been to 3 salons trying to get my hair the way I want it.
I've spent over $400 trying to get it to an ombre which shouldn't have been that hard. I
went it to January's with a horrible orange and red ombre which was supposed to be
a blonde ombré. Ashley did my hair and I walked out over the top happy!! She knew
exactly what she was doing and so confident with getting it the way I wanted. She
exceeded my expectations!

NPS:

by Anon on 2015-05-22
I was super nervous at first because my hair can be challenging and I don't usually go
to anyone but a friend of mine. I was able to get an appointment right away and
enjoyed my experience. Ashley was super sweet and really listened to what I wanted.
I left feeling welcomed and happy with my hair cut. It is kinda dark in the salon but
other than that I had a great experience.

NPS:

by Laurie Garmon on 2015-05-22
My hair looks great! I'm very happy with zit hairdresser .

NPS:

by Anon on 2015-05-21
Always a good experience. Friendly staff and great haircuts from Bex!

NPS:

by Michelle Carson on 2015-05-20
Love Sara!!

NPS:

by Shelley Justice on 2015-05-17
I always have an enjoyable time at January's Salon! People are friendly and the
atmosphere is comfortable. I always get lots of compliments on my hair afterwards, as
well. :-) This visit, something went wrong with the computer system at checkout and I
paid too much. Y'all caught the error and called me and corrected it over the phone
without me having to come back in. Thank you! I'll definitely be back! :-)

NPS:

by Dianna Karr on 2015-05-16
Great experience. I just moved from Illinois and really needed to get my hair cut. I
chose January's Salon because of the unique name. Holly cut my hair and did a great
job. She was very friendly. Just a wonderful experience.

NPS:

by Anon on 2015-05-16
The staff is always friendly and welcoming. Great service and a great cut!

NPS:

by Cecilia Teskey on 2015-05-10
Really love my cut & high/low lights! I always feel so pretty when I walk out the door
of January's salon. I always feel years younger. I bought some new hair product last
time, that didn't work out, they exchanged it for the full price... No questions asked.
Great service- great atmosphere - great people! They even have a little boutique with
all kinds of pretty things for great prices!!!2

NPS:

by Denise Browning on 2015-05-08

My third time driving from Arlington. To Denton and I love what Bex does to my hair
she is the only person I trust with my hair color and my cut. I let her be creative with
my haircolor all the time and she does a Awsome job. On my hair cut she is the only
one Tht can do the Jennifer Aniston hair cut. Wouldn't trade her for anyone. I am very
happy Tht y'all have my best friend work there. Thank you bunches for everything!!
Two thumbs up

NPS:

by Lynn Murrow (andris) on 2015-05-07
Great service as always. My haircolor and cut look great! Thanks Bex!

NPS:

by Inga Berny on 2015-05-06
Cara did an absolutely fantastic job with my hair. Thank you so much!! :-)

NPS:

by Shawnna Rodriguez on 2015-04-26
As always, Sarah McDermott is exceptional! I ALWAYS leave feeling fabulous and
wanting to show off my hair! She is sweet, friendly, and talented. :) Thanks, Sarah!
Thanks January's Salon! See you in 4 weeks! Shawnna

NPS:

by Michelle Rivera on 2015-04-23
Sara and I discussed growing my hair out and she was very knowledgeable and
helpful in picking a cut that my hair would be able to grow into.

NPS:

by Carolyn Adams on 2015-04-20
Love this salon. Holli did a great job on my cut and color!

NPS:

by Ashley Leslie on 2015-04-17
Bex (becks) did an amazing job on my hair, she listened to how I wanted my hair and
did exactly what I asked for! She was great to talk with and has a lovely personality!
Will definitely be back!

NPS:

by Lauren Laforest on 2015-04-17
I saw Ashley from January's Salon and she was the very first person I've ever been to
that's given me EXACTLY what I wanted! We went to a chocolate brown with caramel
balayage highlights! I LOVE IT!! I feel so pretty now and I already scheduled an
appointment to come back and see Ashley! She's awesome. :-)

NPS:

by Grace Timmermans on 2015-04-02
After trying to grow out a terrible short hair cut from my former Salon, I scheduled an
appointment at January's Salon. I went in yesterday a hot mess, damaged, badly cut
style, and came out with a brand new head of hair. (not really brand new.....just looks
and feels brand new) I have found my new salon! :)

NPS:

by Bev Clow on 2015-04-02
Great salon. Great talent. Great personalities. Highly recommend!

NPS:

by Anon on 2015-03-31
Great service as always! They take their time, do a thorough job, & offer products
beneficial to my hair type without being pushy!:)

NPS:

by Phyllis Pomering on 2015-03-26
I was very pleased with the haircut Sara gave me.

NPS:

by Jeanne Shilstone on 2015-03-26
I received a friendly greeting as soon as I walked in the door. While I waited briefly for
my stylist to come and escort me to her station, I was able to peruse a tantalizing
selection of artisanal soaps and unique jewelry. I felt confident in my consultation with
my stylist-an important step as this was my first first visit. Forty-five minutes later, I
emerged with a flattering new 'do and a confident attitude to go with it! My experience
at January's couldn't have been more pleasant. I booked my return visit on the spot.

NPS:

by Anon on 2015-03-24
Bex took the time to listen and understand what I was looking for in a haircut! She
provided excellent advice for options and cut my hair well! I have been getting great
feedback from friends and peers how great my hair looks! And I love it! The facility
was also clean and had a relaxing atmosphere! She also cut my son's hair on the
spot without an appointment!

NPS:

by Sara Jones on 2015-03-14
My hair looks great. Holly is super friendly, and the prices are reasonable.

NPS:

by Leslie Ferrara on 2015-03-13
Awesome as always...

NPS:

by Pamela Hunter on 2015-03-11
Beck was very patient and thorough. She's also a sweet and considerate person.
We've struggled to get my hair color 'right' and she's offered lots of suggestions which
were excellent and useful. My one criticism is on the facility itself. The lighting is
terrible. I seriously don't know how the stylists can see what they are doing.

NPS:

by Juniper Wingert on 2015-03-08
I'm always pleased with the turn out. Holly takes her time and is very thorough. The
staff is very welcoming and pleasant as well.

NPS:

by Norma Castillo on 2015-03-04
Thank you Cara for the yesterday chating and for making my hair looks great.
Thanks. Norma

NPS:

by Maggie Zavala on 2015-03-01
Sarah was great. she did bleaching and color correction..i loved the results!! will be
back again!!

NPS:

by Maggie Zavala on 2015-03-01
i love my Sarah. she was very knowledgeable and did a great job. i had bleaching
with color correction done. results were great! will definitely return!!

NPS:

by Mandy Bowers on 2015-02-24
I walked out very happy. My hair looks awesome! this is my new place!

NPS:

by Karen Ward on 2015-02-22
Bex is GREAT!!!! I recommend her to any and everyone!!

NPS:

by Elizabeth Norvell on 2015-02-22
Friendly staff plus unique items for sale = great boutique!!! And I can't say enough
about my haircut!!! Best I have ever had

NPS:

by Natalie Moore (ackers) on 2015-02-20
Love this place! Been hoping here for soo many years. Not once have i left unhappy.
I've been to just about every stylist they have and love each of them!

NPS:

by Allison French on 2015-02-18
Awesome! Sara and the rest of the staff always take care of me! I would highly
recommend this salon to anyone!

NPS:

by Heather M Johnson on 2015-02-14
Great haircut eveytime!

NPS:

by Leslie Ferrara on 2015-02-08
It's always a pleasure.

NPS:

by Alison Durio on 2015-01-28
Awesome. bexs is the bombdiggity. Never expected to get a walkin appointment, but
was fit in with an awesome stylist who produced exactly what I wanted

NPS:

by Anon on 2015-01-24
I had a great experience at January's Salon. The staff is very friendly and
professional. Ashley did a great job on my hair. I will definitely go back.

NPS:

by Anon on 2015-01-21
Horrible color when asked for highlights. Stylist not experienced in color

NPS:

by Lisa Leonard on 2015-01-21
Great cut by Becks

NPS:

by Shelley Justice on 2015-01-14
Everyone was very friendly and I got a great haircut!

NPS:

by Christy Duncan on 2015-01-12
Went to see Holly, loved her!!!

NPS:

by Heather M Johnson on 2015-01-09
Always a great and friendly experience. And a quality haircut every time.

NPS:

by Pamela Hunter on 2015-01-08
In general I felt the service was very good and that the team at January's Salon was
friendly and helpful. We still need to do a little tweaking on my color and cut but I have
no doubt that this salon will be accommodating.

NPS:

by Tonia Dake on 2015-01-06
Holly is great!! Sharon at the front desk is so friendly and makes me feel welcome.
Thanks so much!!

NPS:

by Liz Ramos (knowles) on 2014-12-21
I love going to January's. Cara is absolutely fantastic!

NPS:

by Kirstie Gotherd on 2014-12-14
This was my first time coming to January's Salon, and I came in for a cut and style. I
was very satisfied with the job that Sarah did on my hair. She was very nice and
sociable and she cut my hair exactly as I wanted it. Shorter, but not too short, and the
layers are perfect. I will be returning.

NPS:

by Karen Ward on 2014-12-14

Bex is awesome! Sharon and staff are always smiling & helpful!

NPS:

by Thomas Rand on 2014-12-02
Customer service was great, along with the hair cut! I will be back!

NPS:

by Leanne Crane on 2014-11-30
Great service. Love my cut and color!

NPS:

by Teresa Hendrik on 2014-11-29
Best place ever!!!!

NPS:

by Danielle O'dell on 2014-11-27
The staff and stylists are all fantastic and professional! Prepare to be pampered and
spoiled by the best team of stylists and the best products on the market!

NPS:

by Lisa Busbee on 2014-11-21
Great salon and greatest at highlights and style ask for Ashley.

NPS:

by Nancy Pimentel on 2014-11-20
It was wonderful !!! Sarah was great. Also, my husband is very impressed with the job
she has done. I will definitely come back.

NPS:

by Leslie Ferrara on 2014-11-20
When you move to a new place you often wonder if you will find someone to meet
your expectations as a hair stylist. January's Salon exceeded my expectations.
Friendly and professional. Thank you all very much.

NPS:

by Anon on 2014-11-16
Excellent service and great atmosphere. My hair technician was knowledgeable and
gave me great styling tips that I can really use. Thanks!

NPS:

by Carissa Kettering on 2014-11-15
I've never had a bad experience at January's Salon. The staff is wonderful & I always
leave satisfied. I'd recommend this salon to anyone.

NPS:

by Anon on 2014-11-15
love Jan & she does a great job with my hair. Just wish when my appt is at a certain
time she would be on time too. This has happened several times. My appt would be

the first one of the day and she is 15-20 min. late. This makes her run behind. I love
her, just needs to be more aware of the time.

NPS:

by Anon on 2014-11-14
Nice atmosphere!

NPS:

by Miranda Seal on 2014-11-14
Bec was amazing! She helped show me how to fix my new hair-do and cares about
the wellness and healthiness of my hair! I will be back!

NPS:

by Anon on 2014-11-12
Patti Rose was knowledgeable and professional. Her expertise was invaluable is
clearing up my problem skin condition. I highly recommend her!

NPS:

by Michelle Diaz on 2014-11-08
January has been my beautician/magician for over 10 years. She always listens to
what I am looking for and always goes above and beyond to give me the look that is
best for me. The entire shop is friendly and so very helpful. I consider them all family.

NPS:

by Anon on 2014-11-04

January's Salon is a very friendly and professional environment. Sarah is excellent. I
just moved to the area and needed a new stylist and new style. She knew what I
wanted and I received the results I wanted. I'm very happy I have found her and
January's Salon!

NPS:

by Anon on 2014-10-23
Always a great experience there. And my hair is just perfect when I leave.

NPS:

by Phyliss Hankins on 2014-10-22
Excellent service with professional people.

NPS:

by Anon on 2014-10-22
First time client. Very friendly and personable salon. Love that you can schedule an
appointment online. Trying to grow my hair and they listened to this and didn't more
than needed to shape it up. Color turned out great.

NPS:

by Krystal Hernandez on 2014-10-17
First time visiting about a week ago! There's a very pleasant atmosphere and Rebeca
(assuming her name is spelled like my friend's name) was great to me! I can't wait to
visit again!

NPS:

by Lynette Horton on 2014-10-17
I thoughroly enjoyed my day at the salon. I was a mess, and left feeling very happy.
Will definitely return!

NPS: N/A

by Anon on 2014-10-17
I was very happy with the results. My stylist was very nice

NPS:

by Anon on 2014-10-12
Nice salon, friendly staff.

NPS:

by Kara Dietz on 2014-10-05
As usual, Sarah is wonderful. The salon staff provides a calming experience and the
salon itself is lovely.

NPS:

by Anon on 2014-10-05
Wonderful facial with Patti!

NPS:

by Annie Critchfield on 2014-10-02

I'm always satisfied with my appointment. Sarah cuts my hair they way I want it and
she is so nice. Annie C

NPS:

by Lisa Leonard on 2014-09-28
This was my first time and i had a great experience and a wonderful haircut.

NPS:

by Kim Ford on 2014-09-20
My experience at January's is always warm, comfortable, and great service. January
treats you like her family. The staff is pretty awesome too. A great place to go and
relax while being pampered.

NPS:

by Anon on 2014-09-18
Nice salon. Friendly environment.

NPS:

by Heather Zweifel on 2014-09-13
Always a great experience ! The staff is so friendly ! Sarah always does a great job !

NPS:

by Karen Ward on 2014-09-02

"Bex" was GREAT!!! I lost my hairdresser of 4 years - so needed to find a new place
and stylist close to home. I took a chance and I'm very glad that I did! I was greeted at
the door by a very welcoming staff that was very professional! Bex was able to pick
up on some key things with my aging "white" hair that stays colored. I was impressed
and pleased with the outcome. I will definitely be back - infact booked my next
appointment before leaving! Thanks!

NPS:

by Malarie Pratt on 2014-09-01
I would definitely recommend another hair salon. I had an all over color with a little
trim and bought shampoo and conditioner. I was charged $171.00 we all know what
hair color cost its like $8 a tube, she only used 2 tubes of color my hair. My hair was
done by holli and she was not professional at all

NPS:

by Carol Weant on 2014-08-29
Amazing as always! Friendly staff, great location, and January is a brilliant stylist!

NPS:

by Anon on 2014-08-28
Had an excellent experience.. I love my haircut and Ashley is terrific!

NPS:

by Sandra Mcmurphy on 2014-08-28
I love getting my hair done here...Ashley always gives me what I want & will also
make suggestions on what to do & my hair always comes out great!!! I will never go to
anyone else...atmosphere is terrific too :)

NPS:

by Crissy Henry on 2014-08-26
It's a relaxing environment, and everyone is extremely nice. Ashley R. Is the best!

NPS:

by Jamie Donelson on 2014-08-23
I'm a long time customer of January's. Wonderful people, wonderful service! Highly
recommend!

NPS:

by Anon on 2014-08-20
Very comfortable & friendly place.

NPS:

by Anon on 2014-08-10
Friendly, clean, on time.

NPS:

by Annie Critchfield on 2014-08-07
My hair is always cut and colored the way I want it styled.

NPS:

by Heather M Johnson on 2014-08-07
As always a great experience and a great cut!

NPS:

by Jeanna Plummer on 2014-08-06
Stylist was great. Love the way she decided on buzzing the bottom half and leaving
enough all around so I can hide the buzz if I want to. Hair hasn't felt this healthy in
awhile :)

NPS:

by Anon on 2014-08-01
Holly did an excellent job cutting and styling my hair. Everyone at January's Salon is
so friendly.

NPS:

by Audra Inman on 2014-07-28
I was very happy with my haircut. My husband liked it and it looked great for our
vacation. Ashley took very good care of me and was very pleasant to talk with while
she cut my hair.

NPS:

by Juniper Wingert on 2014-07-27
I was ready, but slightly apprehensive to do something new with my hair. Holly took
her time and did a great job. I could tell she cared how my hair turned out just as
much as I. I'm so glad to have a salon close to home that I can go to.

NPS:

by Tracie Crosswhite on 2014-07-23
Ashley was great! All of the staff at January's Salon are so friendly and helpful. I really
enjoyed my visit and will definitely be back!!

NPS:

by Heather Zweifel on 2014-07-20
Great job !

NPS:

by Jamie List on 2014-07-18
I always have a great experience at January's Salon and so do my kids. The entire
staff is very nice and helpful.

NPS:

by Katrina Gaskill on 2014-07-17
Easy to use online appointment system. Rebecca listened to my concerns and gave
good options for how to correct my hair color. She was enthusiastic to do my hair
which is refreshing. Nice and clean place. I even recommended Rebecca to my
husband.

NPS:

by Sharon Tyler on 2014-07-15
I always enjoy my visits to January's and come away with a bright spot in my day. I
wish more business,made the extra effort,that would make you want to return
Satisfied customer Sharon Tyler

NPS:

by Nikki Miller on 2014-07-13
Ashley is fabulous! Love the way she cuts my thin hair; great with color/highlights
also. The whole staff is friendly and the salon has a relaxing spa atmosphere.

NPS:

by Nikki Miller on 2014-07-13
Fabulous salon, fabulous stylists. Love this place!

NPS:

by Brandy Peattie on 2014-06-27
I would definitely recommend this salon and Bex did a great job on my hair.

NPS:

by Mary Mcmillan on 2014-06-23
Love January's Salon! I am always welcomed by friendly people, and Cara is the best
at cutting my hair! Thanks to J's!!

NPS:

by Mary Schutter on 2014-06-21
I absolutely LOVE the way Cara cut my baby fine hair. It is such a good cut that I can
style my hair easily. I think my new haircut makes me look younger. I am so pleased!
This is the best cut I've had since moving to Texas six years ago. Three cheers for
Cara and January's Salon!

NPS:

by Chelsey Simmons on 2014-06-21
My hair looks fabulous and everyone there was so kind, warm, friendly and
welcoming. I am so impressed with the kindness of the staff, I will be back! Thank you
for treating me like a worthy person! :-)

NPS:

by Tandi Tucker(fougerousse) on 2014-06-13
Love the cut - flows perfectly! I think this is the best haircut I have ever had. Love the
toner on the highlights since my hair has so much natural red.

NPS:

by Jan Blow on 2014-06-12
January is AWESOME and Sharon rocks! This salon is above and beyond anything
I've experienced in a hair salon and I have visited more than a few! No detail was
missed or spared! Shopping, beverage, diy/pinterest tips, neck & foot comfort + great
hair ~ it doesn't get any better than this.

NPS:

by Carissa Kettering on 2014-06-11
The staff was very inviting. My hairdresser, Holly, was great. I will definitely return.

NPS:

by Sharon Crenshaw on 2014-06-10

January's is a fantastic place. The staff is very friendly and does a great job. I just had
the keratherapy treatment. It made a big difference in the softness and shine of my
hair. I trust them 100% with my hair because they always do a great job. Steph.

NPS:

by Shelly Duell on 2014-06-08
I love this salon! Everyone has always been super friendly and I have always loved
my haircuts from here!

NPS:

by Deanna Dorman on 2014-06-04
Bex did a fantastic job! She listen to what I wanted and even up sold me on partial
highlite. Very satisfied

NPS:

by Jamie List on 2014-05-30
The entire staff at January's are very friendly and eager to please.

NPS:

by Hayley Mayo on 2014-05-24
Great salon. It was my first visit; staff was friendly & welcoming & my hairdresser
spent a good hour and 15min on me. (My main pet peeve with hair places is when
they rush through your cut just to get the next person). Unlike most places, they only
cut the amount that you ask to be cut, which is good. Price was reasonable too. ($41 I
believe... More than somewhere like supercuts, but you get what you pay for.) She
recommended products that would truly benefit my hair (per request). They also
offered upcoming specials and discounts but weren't pushy. Definitely will be going
back there!

NPS:

by Mary Mcmillan on 2014-05-16
5 stars for sure! I love the way Cara cuts my hair!! I always feel welcomed when I
walk in the door! Thank you, ladies!!

NPS:

by Carley Parrent on 2014-05-11
Holly is a such a great hair stylist. I always leave there more than happy. I love her
and the whole salon!

NPS:

by Edith Raney on 2014-05-08
Awesome experience at January's!! My hair is very straight and fine, and it is very
difficult to trust a new stylist with it. Ashley took the time to listen to my issues and
suggested a cut that fits me perfectly!! All the staff were very friendly, courteous and
upbeat. Look forward to making January's my salon.

NPS:

by Shawnna Rodriguez on 2014-05-05
The women who work at January's salon are the nicest girls ever! :) I went for the first
time, last month and Sarah cut my hair in a cute, new style! They were friendly,
offered me drinks and snacks and made me laugh and feel good about myself! Highy
recommended by me! :)

NPS:

by Mary Koger on 2014-04-30
Excellent as always! Sarah does a great job. Everyone in the shop are friendly and
helpful. I asked about a good styling mousse and was given a sample to try before
deciding whether to purchase. Great customer service.

NPS:

by Kathy Burns on 2014-04-28
I was so very pleased with Cara whom cut my hair. I have had so many people do my
hair only to be disappointed with the overall service. I was really nervous when I went
in January"s Salon but I was put at ease right away. As long as they continue to do a
great job I will continue to go back and they will have a customer for a long time. This
place is close to home but if I ever move I will be more then happy to make the drive
to have them continue to style my hair Great Job!!!

NPS:

by Cindy Redford on 2014-04-27
Awesome place and awesome people. Referred my daughter and she loves it.

NPS:

by Jenn Weaver on 2014-04-25
I love my haircut! I had hair down to my lap and now it's a long bob. Holly did an
awesome job and cut it exactly like the picture I showed her!!

NPS:

by Liz Ramos (knowles) on 2014-04-20
I always have a great experience when I come. Everyone is so friendly and Carra
does an excellent job with color. I get so many compliments on my hair. I love
January's !!

NPS:

by Sue Ruffner (moore) on 2014-04-19
Ashley was great! The woman at the front was friendly and welcoming. Thank you

NPS:

by Kaleb Bottorff on 2014-04-17
Everyone in the shop os always so welcoming and friendly. Sarah always does a
great job with my boys' hair.

NPS:

by Mandy Faust on 2014-04-16
I love my new blond highlights and the cut of my hair. My hair wasn't that soft since a
long time. Thank you Ashley you did a grate job. :)

NPS:

by Natalie Moore (ackers) on 2014-04-15
I love this salon!! The people are so friendly and they listen to you and actually make
your hair look exactly like you want it to and usually even better than I could of
imagined! I recommend this place to all!

NPS:

by Chris Isbell on 2014-04-12
Walked in with no appointment, and was getting my hair cut in less than five minutes.
Great atmosphere and very friendly ladies. I will definitely be back again.

NPS:

by Anon on 2014-04-10
i have been well pleased with CARA, she does a great job with color and haircuts..

NPS:

by Heather Zweifel on 2014-04-02
Always a great experience !

NPS:

by Courtney Radcliff on 2014-03-23
I love my hair!!!! January does a great job!!!!

NPS:

by Joy Kunkle on 2014-03-18
Was great experience and love my hair. My stylist made a great suggestion about
trying something a little different and am very happy with the result.

NPS:

by Anon on 2014-03-15
Even though I only get a hair cut twice a year, everyone is friendly and treats me like
a regular. I have had several different stylists and they all do a great job which is why
I keep coming back!

NPS:

by Anon on 2014-03-14
Great service!

NPS:

by Kim Bradshaw on 2014-03-06
Probably the best salon experience I have ever had! Sarah McDermott made me look
like a new woman, she made excellent choices for me based on what I asked
for...she listened.

NPS:

by Carol Lindenblatt on 2014-03-06
Very pleased with this Salon. She listens with what I have to say, but also has much
needed comments.

NPS:

by Brianna Foxx on 2014-03-02
Holli did a fabulous job! Thank you for giving my hair life again!

NPS:

by Annie Critchfield on 2014-02-21
Received the cut and style that I asked for.

NPS:

by Anon on 2014-02-19
Simply put, I'm a well travelled National Make Up Artist who has visited Salons across
the country and even a few in Europe and what I wish to tell anyone looking for an
excellent experience as well as a truly satisfying styling encounter is this: EVERY
SINGLE APPOINTMENT FOR FOUR YEARS AND COUNTING has always blown
me away and exceeded my high expectations. Period. EVERY TIME. WITH EVERY
STYLIST AVAILABLE. Being and working on films in Los Angeles, I trust each and
every stylist and all of their products implicitly! (and.. I normally trust NO ONE). This
Salon is a little known secret. I will drive the hour it takes and spend the money on
gas with no reservation. Perfect and authentic customer service at every turn, no
question. They care! Let's just say that the "infamous" OSGOOD ONEIL" SALON that
D Mag. speaks of has NOTHING on these stylists and their products! Far more
talented, personable and their products don't wear off in 4 weeks!!! Let's just say that
in my busy schedule, having my hair done and interacting with these lovely souls is
my own private vacation from the typical and predictable. They are like family.
PERIOD!! If you do not at least try this place, I have to say that it is to your deficit. I
refuse to go anywhere else in this state.

NPS:

by Karen Chavis on 2014-02-18
What a beautiful Salon. Very calming atmosphere and everyone was so nice and
upbeat, not to mention the best haircut I've had in a very long time, thanks to
January!! This is definately the shop for me. I'm also enjoying my gorgeous new
purse I got.....thanks ladies:)

NPS:

by Carol Fletcher on 2014-02-15
Always have a great experience here .the staff is so friendly and make me feel so
welcome! My hair looks great and i feel like I had a mini makeover!

NPS:

by Billie Flores on 2014-02-07
My second visit. I took a picture. The stylist did the best she could, not her fault it
didn't look the same on me.. My color was great and we will tweak it my next visit. I
went back within a couple of hours and we got the cut I like and at no charge. My only
complaint about January's is that she has wayyyyy to much stuff for me to buy!!!
Thanks ladies.

NPS:

by Anon on 2014-02-07
Good service everyone, the staff is always very friendly and they are all very talented!

NPS:

by Dayane Lewis on 2014-02-03
My experience there was great. Sharon at the front desk is so sweet and friendly! The
salon is very neat and nicely decorated. I went there for a hair cut and Cara Lozano is
the one who did my hair. She was very nice and did a great job on my hair. I was very
pleased with my experience.

NPS:

by Hattie Hilburn on 2014-02-02
Holly was amazing, she did a fabulous job with my hair. When I asked her about other
services the salon offered she was informative but not pushy.

NPS:

by Anon on 2014-02-02
Great service!

NPS:

by Nikki Mcpherson on 2014-02-01
Ashley always does "her thing". Could not be happier. Very relaxed day.

NPS:

by Missie Smith on 2014-01-24
Very friendly salon...my first time here. Enjoyed meeting Cara and she took her time
with my first haircut, did not rush and really listened to what I like. Booked a color
appointment in a couple of weeks.

NPS:

by Jackie Davidson on 2014-01-22
Awesome!

NPS:

by Carol Weant on 2014-01-05
Wonderful as always! January is by far the best stylist I've ever been too! It's a great
atmosphere and friendly people!

NPS:

by Billie Flores on 2014-01-02
I have to admit I was skeptical after going to salons in McKinney, Frisco, etc. I
thought, well its close, but can they provide all the services I want. No only DO THEY,
they are a cut above in a few areas of the other uptown salons. I was welcomed, got

the services I wanted, no pressure and my stylist listened to me. I may be behind the
times, but know what I want, and they certainly delivered. I have already scheduled
my next appointment.

NPS:

by Tammy Bates on 2013-12-30
Jan always provides a tailored experience for my needs, never rushing to get to the
next customer. Everyone in the Salon is always friendly and willing to assist with each
and every customer. The best service!

NPS:

by Kavosh Saei on 2013-12-29
I had a good experience there,. I suggest it to all my friends.

NPS:

by Cindy Redford on 2013-12-24
I love that place. All the people are nice and Holli does a wonderful job on my hair.

NPS:

by Darlene De Jong on 2013-12-23
I have been going to January's for many years, and are very pleased with the way
they want to ensure you are pleased with their service.

NPS:

by Heather Zweifel on 2013-12-16

Every time I have an appt everyone is friendly and professional ! My hair always looks
great when I leave :)

NPS:

by Gaye Wiles on 2013-12-15
I enjoy Sharon and Cara. You both make my day when I come to the shop.
Everything is clean, friendly and professional. I love my new purse too. I have gotten
many compliments and have advised others to visit the shop. But most of all I love my
awesome haircut.

NPS:

by Mary Koger on 2013-12-11
Dependable outstanding service. Very nice atmosphere; very friendly staff. Just a
great place all the way around!

NPS:

by Kay Irlas on 2013-12-02
Love my haircut!

NPS:

by Kay Irlas on 2013-12-01
Loved it!

NPS:

by Christal Cutshall on 2013-11-27
I absolutely love this salon. I've gone to other places and no one can get my hair to
lay straight or get it to look so great. The color was fantastic and matched my skin
tone very well. I'll will be going back. The only con I have is pricing. I think $143.00 for
a cut and color is pretty steep. Regardless, I'd pay it to have these ladies do my hair.

NPS:

by Mandy Clarkson(rowell on 2013-11-24
Holly was a fantastic hair stylist. She was very nice friendly and really paid attention
to what I wanted and the result was exactly what I wanted. She was very professional
which is uncommon in most salons and I really enjoyed my experience

NPS:

by Tom Pinkley on 2013-11-20
Cara did her usual great job. The staff was great.

NPS:

by Annie Critchfield on 2013-11-20
After looking for two weeks for a hair salon it was a relief to find one so close to
home. I am well satisfied with the cut and color and everyone there made me feel at
home, this is what I was looking for. I'm so glad that I stopped in. Annie Critchfield

NPS:

by Anon on 2013-11-16
great place, products are wonderful, bit pricy but then I guess you pay more for better
quality.

NPS:

by Anon on 2013-11-15
Great job as always...

NPS:

by Kristen Lopez on 2013-11-14
Very nice salon, super friendly ladies and excellent service!!

NPS:

by Rene Ward on 2013-11-14
Very relaxing and my hair looks amazing!

NPS:

by Misty Davis on 2013-11-13
the girls at january's are excellent. they each have their own individual style. i love
going there.

NPS:

by Cassandra Ordonez on 2013-11-09
At previous places my hair has been messed up many times because it's really thick
and short. I came to Kara on recommendation and she made my hair look great! I'm
so grateful to have found someone I can trust with skills. Kara's awesome! My hair
looks like a beautiful work of art! Thank you!

NPS:

by Mary Koger on 2013-11-06
Excellent experience. Sarah gave me a superior haircut.

NPS:

by Antonia Rivera on 2013-11-03
Great place. Makes you feel special.

NPS:

by Anon on 2013-11-02
Great experience.

NPS:

by Anon on 2013-10-31
Super!

NPS:

by Cindy Redford on 2013-10-30
Great place. Very warm and friendly. And Holli did a great job on my hair. Had lots of
compliments!! Will be back for sure.

NPS:

by Jackie Davidson on 2013-10-25
Perfect

NPS:

by Liz Ramos (knowles) on 2013-10-22
I love Cara and the salon!

NPS:

by Anon on 2013-10-21
Sarah did a great job cutting my hair. She took her time and made sure I really liked
it.

NPS:

by Kim Ford on 2013-10-20
A great place to go to relax. I enjoy visiting with the staff, while they provide
professional and exceptional service.

NPS:

by Anon on 2013-10-19
Not happy with the way sides of my hair were cut. Sloppy -- not what I was
accustomed to.

NPS:

by Heather Zweifel on 2013-10-16

Very professional ! Sarah has done a wonderful job on my hair !

NPS:

by Liz Ramos (knowles) on 2013-10-15
Cara is great and I gets tons of compliments on my highlights. Everyone is
personable and friendly and the atmosphere is nice. One service another salon I used
to go to offered was a 20% birthday discount. Maybe you could consider that for your
repeat customers :)

NPS:

by Amanda Baker on 2013-10-14
Love my hair and love salon!! They are all awesome!

NPS:

by Jordan Hankins on 2013-10-11
Wendy is great!

NPS:

by Ken Ortez on 2013-10-10
I was happy with the fact that although I was a walk-in, you guys were able to get me
right in. Sarah did a good job on my cut and I've gotten several compliments on it.

NPS:

by Chloe Woodford on 2013-10-05

Love Holli!

NPS:

by Sarah Kramer on 2013-10-03
Ashley is amazing! She cuts my hair perfect every time!1

NPS:

by Anon on 2013-10-01
Great cut and friendly stylists. I miss getting the scalp massage with the shampoo
though. For the price, I wish they would bring that back.

NPS:

by Shelby Smith on 2013-09-30
When we arrived for our appointment there was not anyone at the front. Two stylists
saw us walk in but never came to greet us, they just stayed on their phones. I waited
for about 5 min and then walked back there and said we were there for an
appointment. My daughter showed the stylist the updo she wanted and described
how she wanted it loose and to the back (not a side updo) Her updo was nothing like
her picture and it was tight. It took over an hour to style the hair and there was no
time for my daughter to tell her that it wasn't what she wanted. We needed to leave by
4:30 and didn't get out until 4:45. We have been to January's numerous times and
this just wasn't the service that we have had in the past. This isn't the norm but I
wanted you to know that we weren't happy with the service.

NPS:

by Makayla Wardlow on 2013-09-30
Loved my hair stylist, she was personal, very sweet, nice, and did a very good job.

NPS:

by Susana Sapereira on 2013-09-26
It was nice, everyone was very sweet and kind and my hair turned out great lots of
compliments :) Thank you!!

NPS:

by Antonia Rivera on 2013-09-25
Excellent place.

NPS:

by Heather M Johnson on 2013-09-22
I was with Crystal prior to this appointment and really was sad to hear that she had
left. That being said Sarah exceeded my expectations. She was so sweet and friendly
and did an awesome job on my hair. And I have horrible hair to make look good so
thank you Sarah!!

NPS:

by Cassandra Ordonez on 2013-09-18
I received a beautiful haircut by Kara! She shaped my short hair beautifully, fixing a
very messed up previous cut by a different place. I will definitely be back again and
again!

NPS:

by Liz Motes on 2013-09-18
Love Jan! & her mom and the Salon. ALways recommend to my friends. They also
carry wonderful healthy products for your hair.

NPS:

by Blair Jones on 2013-09-17
Wendy was great and very thorough. She did an amazing job on my blonde highlights
and stylish cut.

NPS:

by Marcy Whitmire on 2013-09-17
I really like your salon. Since Crystal is now gone, I was given a new stylist. She is
very sweet but I think I will try someone new next time. I will be back.

NPS:

by Keeley Grant{simpson) on 2013-09-07
Awesome!

NPS:

by Kerri Pitts on 2013-09-07
Had a wonderful experience! I LOVE my haircut/style and will definitely be back!

NPS:

by Steven Washburn on 2013-08-31
Misty was fantastic. She was able to locate the areas that were giving me problems &
provide me with relief.

NPS:

by Vina Mcclain on 2013-08-30
Coffee and service was great!

NPS:

by Chloe Woodford on 2013-08-30
Love Holli! She always does a fantastic job and it's difficult to impress me!

NPS:

by Jennifer Superales on 2013-08-26
I love January's Salon! I've been going there for a couple of years now. I mourned the
loss of Angie for quite a while and feared my days of getting a good haircut and style
were gone. But, the other day Cara cut and styled my hair and she was
awesome--she listened to me, offered suggestions on the troublesome
decision-bangs or no bangs-and did a great job on a hairstyle that can come out
looking like a mullet if not done properly. I highly recommend January's
Salon-everyone is very nice and helpful and you will get more than what you pay for...

NPS:

by Rechea Ward on 2013-08-24
Love January's!!

NPS:

by Andrea Albright on 2013-08-20

I always enjoy the appointment. I am greeted well---and Cara is my trusted and
talented stylist, who is always enjoyable to be with. If I have any improvement to
suggest------it would be that occasionally I need to be able to get my hair styled on a
Tuesday. thanks

NPS:

by Heather Zweifel on 2013-08-15
Had both of my kids hair cut and the staff was great with both of them! Everyone was
nice and did and wonderful job .

NPS:

by Steve Rebhan on 2013-07-31
I was very satisfied with my first experience at January's Salon. Look forward to
establishing a long relationship.

NPS:

by Anon on 2013-07-23
I was very pleased with the attention and service given by Ashley.

NPS:

by Misty Joaquin on 2013-07-21
Ashley did a great job on my color!

NPS:

by Darlene De Jong on 2013-07-20

As always I love my hair, and the service is always exceptional.

NPS:

by Stacey Buettner on 2013-07-16
Cara is awesome!!! Very professional, expert at color and highlights. Oh and never
gets the cut wrong. Recommend her to every one.

NPS:

by Kay Carroll on 2013-07-15
when I went in the salon I wasn't sure what I wanted my hair had a lot of damage
form a perm and bad hair cuts not one but two ladies in the salon showed me
different hair cuts and styles told me what they thought would look good after about
30 minutes or so we came up with a cut and style and I walked out a very happy
customer that was almost a week ago and im still very pleased with my cut thank
ladies you were great

NPS:

by Nira Tauterouff on 2013-07-12
Always a great experience, love Holly!

NPS: N/A

by Danette Beasley on 2013-07-11
Great atmosphere and professional service

NPS:

by Naomi Godwin on 2013-07-11
I tried January's Salon and the owner actually did my hair. I had dyed my hair red and
it turned pink. She put some platinum blonde in it and it turned out amazing. I love the
look. They were all very nice and professional. I will definately be going back.

NPS:

by David Madsen on 2013-07-11
My first visit was great! I will definitely recommend you to others! Thank you

NPS:

by Deanna Griffin on 2013-07-01
Hair was cut too short around face. Would not want her to cut my hair again.

NPS: N/A

by Heather M Johnson on 2013-06-28
Great hair cut and great service as usual.

NPS:

by Angela Mccune on 2013-06-27
I did not have an appointment and was greeted right away. The staff was wonderful!
My hair was in desperate need of a color update and cut. The stylist reviewed my
color options with me and was very knowledgeable. When it came time for the cut,
she listened to what I wanted and did a fabulous job! I was very satisfied and happy
with the results when I left. I will be back!!

NPS:

by Marcy Whitmire on 2013-06-26
Once again, I got a great cut from Crystal. Thanks!

NPS:

by Antonia Rivera on 2013-06-26
Excellent.

NPS: N/A

by Anon on 2013-06-26
The staff was professional and friendly. Sarah did a wonderful job cutting and styling
my hair.

NPS:

by Terese James on 2013-06-23
Had a much better experience this time. My stylist and receptionist stayed late to
make sure I was satisfied and kept a friendly attitude the entire time.

NPS:

by Lauren Hamilton on 2013-06-20
Fantastic! Best hair cut/color I have had in a very long time. AND everyone was so
nice! Great job January's salon ;)

NPS: N/A

by Gwen Downs on 2013-06-18
The overall experience was good. Ashley and all the ladies I spoke to were friendly
and seemed to enjoy their job. The salon was clean. The only thing I saw a little of a
problem, was I think there could be a little more light.

NPS:

by Carol Weant on 2013-06-16
Amazing as always! I love this place, and January nails it everytime!

NPS: N/A

by Karen Jordan on 2013-06-16
I loved this salon! Ashley was wonderful and made me feel good about her taking
care of me!

NPS: N/A

by Michelle Diaz on 2013-06-15
Great place, great people, great service and most of all great color and cut. Thank
you all for being so awesome!

NPS:

by Tammy Bates on 2013-06-10
Have never been disappointed in the service I've received at January's Salon. ALL
the employees are very friendly and helpful, and appear to be very knowledgeable as
well.

NPS:

by Julie Jackson on 2013-06-06
Ashley is awesome. My hair looks great everytime

NPS: N/A

by Christy Thompson on 2013-06-04
I've had long hair for several years and I recently decided to make the jump and cut it
much shorter. I came in with some ideas and Cara listened intently to what I was
looking for and we discussed the options. When she was finished, I had a fabulous
new look that I LOVE and have received numerous compliments on. Cara did a
fabulous job as always!

NPS:

by Anon on 2013-06-03
I haven't loved how my hair has looked in a very long time, but after visiting January's
I feel like no matter what I do, it looks cute!

NPS:

by Anon on 2013-06-02
This was my third time here, I thought the first time it was a great place! The last two
times I have not been happy with the results.

NPS: N/A

by Jamie Torda on 2013-05-26
This was my first time here! I had an excellent visit with Ashley and walked away with
a super cute haircut at an affordable price! I have received so many compliments. I
will definitely be back!

NPS:

by Misty Joaquin on 2013-05-26
Great job as usual.

NPS:

by Anon on 2013-05-24
My cut wasn't at all what I asked for. The back was too short, the top looked like a
mushroom and she cut me bangs which I did NOT want. I ended up going
somewhere else that evening to get a new cut because we have family pictures next
week. Really dissappointed since I've liked the other cuts i've gotten from there. Don't
think I'll be back

NPS: N/A

by Alyssa Fincher on 2013-05-19
My stylist was friendly and quick. My hair looked great when she was done and it was
exactly what I wanted.

NPS:

by Jake Rowland on 2013-04-19
Service is great! I feel on a personal level with not only the lady cutting my hair but
also the whole staff. I won't go anywhere else because it looks so good every time.

NPS:

by Marcy Whitmire on 2013-04-18

I am so happy I found January' Salon and most of all, Crystal. I got the best haircut
I've had in a long time along with beautiful highlights. Thank you...I'll be back.

NPS:

by Danette Beasley on 2013-04-17
Love the friendly atmosphere and the professionalism you find at January's

NPS:

by Heather M Johnson on 2013-04-12
The service was great. Plus this is the best cut i have had in years!!

NPS: N/A

by Anon on 2013-04-08
Nice place.

NPS:

by Pam Newton on 2013-04-05
Great haircut and color! I always feel like a million bucks when I walk out! Super nice
people in shop!

NPS:

by Liz Motes on 2013-03-30
Jan is wonderful!

NPS:

by Anon on 2013-03-24
I had a terrific experience. Misty was friendly, but professional and made changes
and recommendations in order for me to get the most out of my session. She could
have just given me the massage I booked, Instead, she took the time listen to what
was going on with my body and then thoughtfully made changes so I got what was
best for me. I was very happy with my experience.

NPS:

by Ann Mundy on 2013-03-21
My hair was in a mess from a previous hair cut. Not blended at all and I couldn't do
anything with it. Had a great experience with January's salon great service and very
friendly staff. I just moved to this area and its a relief to have a new salon you can
depend on.

NPS:

by Melanie Stewart on 2013-03-16
Crystal did a great job. She was kind and friendly. The salon was clean and had a
calming atmosphere.

NPS: N/A

by Dena Meek on 2013-03-11
I waited 30 minutes after my appointment time. I was pleased with the hair style, but
almost left after waiting so long.

NPS:

by Nicole Galvan on 2013-03-03
Ashley was amazing. I live my color and cut.

NPS: N/A

by Lindy Kalifa on 2013-03-02
Beautiful and comfortable salon. Everyone was so sweet and welcoming.
Aaannnddd....I LOVE MY HAIR!!! Thanks Cara!!

NPS: N/A

by Dave Farris on 2013-03-02
Clean place. Sweet girls. Ya'll are a lot of fun. Thanks.

NPS: N/A

by Anon on 2013-03-01
This was my second time to have Ashley cut and color my hair. It so beautiful. She
has true talent, and as last time, she's sweet and attentive. I have been in Texas for
aalmost 4 years and I have finally found MY Stylist.

NPS:

by Gwen Smith on 2013-02-27
Great color, nice cut that is perhaps a bit longer than I should be wearing at this time
in my life but it is lovely. NOw if we could just do something about my wrinkles...

NPS:

by Jennifer Wallace on 2013-02-25
January's Salon is a pleasant atmosphere and the beauticians that work there are
very knowledgeable.

NPS:

by Kristi Stephens on 2013-02-24
I have gone to January's Salon for almost two years now. I get my hair done by
Angie. My teenage son gets his haircut by her too. He will only go there! He always
loves his haircuts and the massages while she washes his hair! Everyone there is so
friendly and the salon is decorated so pretty! I highly recommend this salon! :)

NPS: N/A

by Bonnie Bynum on 2013-02-23
Awesome as always! Angie and Sharon are the best;))

NPS:

by Crissy Henry on 2013-02-21
Great, as usual. I love the new Curl Action product Ashley introduced me to.

NPS:

by Cecilia Teskey on 2013-02-18
Exceptional service & atmosphere. Make you feel like a million bucks...every time.
Thank you!

NPS:

by Heather Trumble on 2013-02-17
Great I love Ashley and as long as I live in Providence Village she will be doing my
hair not only do I love the color but I love our conversations!

NPS:

by Anon on 2013-02-10
Holly was great & had great recommendations for me. I was even given coffee & a
piece of cake by the owner! Misty the massage therapist is great only
recommendation would be for her not to chew gum while massaging, other than that
my visit was perfect!

NPS: N/A

by Anon on 2013-02-03
January did a really great job on my hair!

NPS:

by Sara Cash on 2013-01-25
They were fantastic! I give little direction when it comes to my hair and they stepped
up to the challenge. LOVED what I came out with!

NPS:

by Crissy Henry on 2013-01-17
I love it there! Everyone is so nice and friendly, it's like hanging out with the girls. I've
had SO many compliments on my hair, and that feels so good. Ashley R., you rock :)

NPS:

by Lynn Elliott on 2013-01-16
Enjoyable. Efficient. Professional.

NPS:

by Andrea Albright on 2013-01-14
I am a highly satisfied customer. Thanks

NPS: N/A

by Molly Dollar on 2013-01-12
January always does a great job on my hair! I love it everytime.

NPS: N/A

by Abby Parrent on 2013-01-07
It was great! I love going to get my hair done at y'all's place!

NPS: N/A

by Michelle Diaz on 2012-12-31
I have always had "hair issues" ever since I was a kid. For about 9 years
now...January has worked her magic. I always know that she will provide the best
color for me and the best cut. She has found her God given talent and calling. Thank
you for making me feel beautiful. I also just love everyone at the salon. I always feel
like I am visiting family. Thank you for all you do.

NPS: N/A

by Cecilia Teskey on 2012-12-31
As usual, I walked out the door so happy! Always look forward to this appointment on
my calendar. Thank you so much.January's is such a great place & a great group of
people! I might just drop by this week, for a cup of coffee, and shop around. They
have a little "boutique, with real cute accessories & clothing.

NPS:

by Adriana Gentea on 2012-12-20
Excellent. I love January! Because of her people think that I have Shakira's hair.

NPS: N/A

by Anon on 2012-12-12
All Good!

NPS:

by Anon on 2012-12-08
Loved it...January is great!!

NPS: N/A

by Nikki Mcpherson on 2012-11-28
I am delighted to have found "my" salon. Very clean, friendly and knowledgable staff.
Love, love my haricut. Can't wait for my color in 2 weeks! :)

NPS:

by Leighann Mitchell on 2012-11-22
Great experience as usual!

NPS:

by Gayle Stone on 2012-11-17
Kara is an excellent stylist, she really took the time I was looking for with my hair cut,
the result is awesome.

NPS:

by Mary Mcmillan on 2012-11-17
Everyone was great...as always!!!!I love the way Cara cuts my hair!

NPS: N/A

by Amber H on 2012-11-13
The salon is beautifully decorated and the staff is always warm and welcoming.
Absolutely LOVE Cara! She consistently does excellent work and isn't afraid to take
risks when you ask her to.

NPS: N/A

by Andrea Albright on 2012-11-11
After a couple of months of not being able to get hair "tended", it was very nice to be
welcomed back so warmly. "My" stylist, Kara, is a delight, and her knowledge of hair,
my hair, color & care, is invaluable for me. Plus, she is a delight !

NPS:

by Liz Motes on 2012-11-11
As always great service! Jan cut my hair in a "lob" and I love it. I always recommend
January's Salon to my friends.

NPS:

by Misty Joaquin on 2012-11-11
Love my hair!! Angie always does a great job.

NPS: N/A

by Cecilia Teskey on 2012-11-05
You just don't get the personal attention at other salons, like you do with January's.
They just take such good care of you. Makes me feel special every time. I can't wait
for my next appointment, which will be during the holidays...I'll certainly be ready to
feel beautiful again! Thank you all!

NPS: N/A

by Bonnie Bynum on 2012-11-03
Excellent!!! Angie is awesome... Love the shop too!;)

NPS: N/A

by Ames Meyer on 2012-11-01
I always get a great haircut and leave the salon smiling. Love the bangs!

NPS:

by Cindy Taylor on 2012-10-29
My experiance @January's Salon was great. They were great with my daughter, and
Holly knew exactly what I wanted and did an amazing job. This is definitely the Salon
to be at!!

NPS:

by Kandice Stehlik on 2012-10-19
Staff is so friendly and inviting! Stylists work with you to get the perfect style you want!
Prices are very reasonable and the services and atmosphere are worth every penny! I
will never go anywhere else and I highly reccomend them!!

NPS: N/A

by Mary Mcmillan on 2012-10-06
My experience at January's salon is always a 5 star experience!

NPS: N/A

by Danette Beasley on 2012-10-05
Always love going to Januarys. January always does a great job.

NPS: N/A

by Collette Bell on 2012-09-24
Kara at January's Salon is Amazing! She immediately understood my hair color
challenges and returned my hair back to me! I hadn't found anyone since relocating
here 3 years ago who understood brunettes with highlights doesn't equal total blonde!
You can be a true natural brunette with fabulous highlights!

NPS: N/A

by Sherri Mathis on 2012-09-24
I just continue to be amazed at the quality of service I receive at January's Salon.
Thanks so much for all you do.

NPS: N/A

by Kimberly Lengerich on 2012-09-23
Amazing!! January always does such a great job on my hair. I love it!

NPS: N/A

by Kelsey Bindon on 2012-09-19
January fixed my hair for my bridal pictures, and she did an absolutely amazing job! I
was blown away with how good my hair turned out! Props to January!

NPS: N/A

by Tammy Bates on 2012-09-17
This was my 2nd appointment with January; had lowlights and a trim. Recently, I had
to find a new sytlist, and I am very concerned about making sure the sytlist knows
how to "manage" my thick, curly hair that I wear naturally (no straightening). The
lowlights were EXACTLY what I was wanting! Everyone at the salon is always
pleasant and provide a relaxing experience. I have booked a Keratin treatment for my
daughter and myself, and am really looking forward to it.

NPS: N/A

by Tammy Farris on 2012-08-27

Holli did a great job. I love the color and cut it is what I didn't know I wanted. The cut
is awesome and easy to style and falls just right!!! I have more body and was able to
keep the length and pull my hair back with no problem as well. Great job!!!!

NPS: N/A

by Bonnie Bynum on 2012-08-26
Love love this place!!! &lt;3

NPS: N/A

by Cecilia Teskey on 2012-08-24
Thank you ALL for making me feel like a queen! It was my birthday and Sharron's
birthday too! The lemon cake was so refreshing! And the new cut & color has made a
new woman out of me. January always makes me feel so special. Thank you so
much. See you soon. And congratulations on getting married! Hope the honeymoon
lasts a lifetime!

NPS: N/A

by Sally Tipton on 2012-08-23
Awesome as always!!! Y'all are the best.

NPS: N/A

by Doug Clift on 2012-08-20
January's Salon is the upscale salon that Aubrey has needed. From color, cuts,
updos, makeup artistry, and the newest-on-the-market products, January's Salon has
it all. I HIGHLY recommend this salon. January and Ashley took care of us, and they
both were fantastic! Gayle C.

NPS: N/A

by Torrie Sevier on 2012-08-18
We were very excited to find that such a convenient location to our house provided
such great service. The employees were professional, yet very friendly toward me
and my children. I am definitely taking my kids back to January's.

NPS: N/A

by Anon on 2012-08-12
Angie always does a great job on my hair.

NPS: N/A

by Sherri Mathis on 2012-08-11
I have received the best hair cut of my life. I have been looking for years for someone
who could combine my hair type, the shape of my face and my lifestyle and come up
a good style for me. After the first visit which included a consultation the stylist was
able to create a perfect fit for me! I have been able to actually duplicate each morning
the style she created and I love it! The products she uses are such a benefit and I can
tell a vast difference in my hair. I don't ever want to go anywhere else but January's
Salon!

NPS: N/A

by Nira Tauterouff on 2012-07-22
I've been to your salon several times but Angie is amazing! Absolutely the best
shampoo & conditioning ever!!

NPS: N/A

by Robbie Blacketer on 2012-07-21

Ashley was wonderful!! I love the color!! She did an awesome job!!!

NPS: N/A

by Anon on 2012-07-14
The staff is so friendly and welcoming. The salon atmosphere has a relaxing
spa/boutique feel. I have been seeing Angie for over a year - she's sweet, an
excellent stylist, & listens to what I want.

NPS: N/A

by Bonnie Bynum on 2012-07-14
I love the whole experience here...Angie is AMAZING!!!!The availablity of
refreshments is a welcome change...and the shop has the coolest unique boutique
items. Its a win win every time:)

NPS: N/A

by Suzanne Noyes on 2012-07-14
Everytime time I go she is promt, efficientand gives me exactly the hiaircut I have in
my mind.

NPS: N/A

by Lacy Billingsley on 2012-07-05
Had my hair cut and highlighted here for the first time on a referral from a friend, Kris
did a great job! Did exactly what I asked and it looked great! Friendly staff and nice
place!

NPS: N/A

by Emily Smith on 2012-06-23
We moved here 2 years ago, and I have been on the search for someone to do my
hair as well as my stylist from back home. Angie at January's Salon was awesome,
and I LOVE my hair!!! Color is perfect and cut is better than back home! Highly
recommend...

NPS: N/A

by Anon on 2012-06-20
Was awesome!! I will be going back for all my hair needs

NPS: N/A

by Stephanie Smith on 2012-06-17
Always a great haircut!

NPS: N/A

by Lenny Manzano on 2012-06-15
I was referred to this salon by someone I had stopped on the sreet when I admired
her highlights. Kara did an excellent highlight job on my sisters dark hair and the
product they use is exceptional. I went with my sister to her appointment and they
were very helpful and got me in as well. Ashley did a great color and style job as well.

NPS: N/A

by Jill Holbrook on 2012-06-10
When I left, my color looked great.

NPS: N/A

by Carolyn Moore on 2012-06-08
Cara does a wonderful job on my hair and she has been for 5 years. The staff is
always so nice and helpful.

NPS: N/A

by Brian Livingston on 2012-06-05
Uneven. In my top 3 worst haircuts

NPS: N/A

by Marisol Decruz on 2012-05-25
The service from Alyson was very amazing!! It was my first time at salon and I as
treated like a VIP.. I am definitely coming back

NPS: N/A

by Sarah Kramer on 2012-05-20
Had a great experience today!! The stylist Ashley listened to what I wanted and gave
me exactly that!! I love my haircut, color and starburst!!

NPS: N/A

by Melissa Ryan on 2012-05-20
Great haircut for little Emma. Thanks!

NPS: N/A

by Suzanne Noyes on 2012-05-18
I always get the cut I ask for and it is always perfect. Also their knowledge and
support of your individual needs is at the top of their list. WELL DONE!

NPS: N/A

by Jennifer Superales on 2012-05-09
I visit once every 5 to 6 weeks for an update to my cut/style and every time has
consistently been a great experience. Everyone is very friendly and the facility is
always clean and very stylish/welcoming... Thanks!

NPS: N/A

by Diana Farrar on 2012-05-04
Angie is wonderful, she really cares and takes pride in her work. I couldn't be happier
with her work. Thank you Angie

NPS: N/A

by Bonnie Bynum on 2012-04-28
I've been going ro Januarys for a year now, and look forward to it each and every
time;) Angie and Sharon are awesome! Great little boutique items as well!! Win win!

NPS: N/A

by Jena Coker on 2012-04-25
Ashley did a great job. My gray is not covered is my only problem. I should have
mentioned my gray hair to her maybe but will next time for sure.

NPS: N/A

by Terri Flanagan on 2012-04-22
The fact that no one listened to what I told them about my hair from the time when I
visited to the stylist that did it. I will never go back in there again. They matched me
up with a very very inexperienced person who I was led to believe that she was just
new to the shop and not to the profession. I asked for brown and full highlights and I
got bright brassy orange/red with yellow half highlights (no it wasn't because of my
hair I have done it pretty much the same way for years) I asked for the cut to be
layers in the front and 2 layers in the back with only 3 in. cut off didn't happen my hair
is chopped she got carried away with some kind of layering scissors and then tried to
use a razor! I was done at that time and told them its fine I was ready to leave. She
keep saying she was doing it the way she wanted too. Also you are not able to see
the color properly because the lighting in the shop is just terrible. In the end my hair
turned out too short, uneven with bright brassy orange/red with yellow highlights. I
paid/tipped until I could see the out come in a different light. I had high hopes for this
place. The funny thing was no one asked me if I liked it.

NPS: N/A

by Ann Elm on 2012-04-22
My stylist was fine & my cut was good. But when I made the appt I asked and it was
confirmed that the charge would be $33 and yet I was charged $45. Please cancel my
appt in May.

NPS: N/A

by Leslie Jweid on 2012-04-19
excellent, personal service,very prompt, always highest quality

NPS: N/A

by Leslie Smith on 2012-04-15
I had an excellent experience as always. All of the hair stylists are so nice and always
make you feel like you are part of the neighboorhood community Hair Salon! My
highlights and cut look great as alway and I would highly recommend Januarys!

NPS: N/A

by Gretchen Lindley on 2012-04-10
My experience at January's was great. I like my stylist, Ashley, alot! She is very fun &
fresh but not too gabby. A good vibe radiates, and its not out of this world pricey
either. I've told friends and will be taking my daughter for a cut later this week.

NPS: N/A

by Anon on 2012-04-06
Was charged for services I didn't recieve. Other clients were more important. Was to
get a 10% discount for booking in advance and didn't get it. Took my granddaughter
in to get her hair done and was to get a 20% discount and didn't get it. So don't be
fooled about the discounts,they are only given to their friends and family.

NPS: N/A

by Jennifer Superales on 2012-03-29
Angie G. is great - yes, I am a dedicated customer of January's Salon because of its
atmosphere, moreover because she is wonderful! She does great work and she takes
time to treat you like a VIP while working her magic...She is more than my
hair-consultant/stylist/etc., she is my friend...And that is something you can't put a
price on.

NPS: N/A

by Jennifer Superales on 2012-03-29
I came across January's Salon shortly after I moved to Krugerville. After years of bad
haircuts and continuous 'shopping' around Fort Worth, where I used to live, for a
talented and competent hair stylist, I was prepared for disappointment. BUT!
January's Salon proved to be the best place I have patroned for a hair cut. The staff is
great - very friendly and patient - truly make you feel welcome and dedicate time to
you as a customer and friend. They are also coming up with numerous ways to

remind you of appointments too - always welcomed. Give it a try and you won't be
disappointed!

NPS: N/A

by Bonnie Bynum on 2012-03-25
Great salon...lots of cute boutique items to purchase and perks to make you
comfortable while there! Great service and staff...ANGIE is awesome :)

NPS: N/A

by Anon on 2012-03-24
I've been going to Cara for at least 3 years,she is great,always nice ,great
conversation and great service,she listen to what you want,she's the best and we are
greating with a great receptionist also,very friendly place.

NPS: N/A

by Anon on 2012-03-15
I like Michelle, she was timely, professional, prompt and had a great personality. Her
pricing was more than fair for the amount of time she spent...

NPS: N/A

by Cathy Murphy on 2012-03-12
It was more than time for a change and with a quick conversation with the stylist and
a few of the "I have no idea what that really would be" from me, we were able to
arrive at a plan for a cut that was just the thing! A fun new doo at a great price, too!

NPS: N/A

by Michele Renfroe on 2012-03-11
Kara did an amazing job on my color and cut. Came back on Saturday so she could
work her magic on my 2 girls!! Thank You!!

NPS: N/A

by Anon on 2012-03-09
Cara is the best! Always great service and she listens to what you want! Love the
atmosphere and how friendly everyone is!

NPS: N/A

by Angie Tassan on 2012-03-08
Cara was great as always and made me blonde again! Thanks!

NPS: N/A

by Anon on 2012-03-03
I always enjoy being pampered. Simple things make the experience relaxing and fun!

NPS: N/A

by Anon on 2012-02-29
I love this place. Everyone is sweet and they do their best to work you in when you
call with late notice. The ladies are genuinely nice, it is not fake. The prices are a little
on the high side compared to the area but not for comparable salons. But be rest
assured, it is completely worth it. My color, highlights and cuts are always right on and
what I requested. Except for the smell of the color, I always enjoy the experience.

NPS: N/A

by Angie West on 2012-02-26
Love January's Salon!!! It's the best -by far- in the entire 380 corridor and maybe even
beyond. I've never been loyal to a salon like this, but if we ever move to a different
town, I'd consider driving long-distance to this salon :)

NPS: N/A

